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Blockchain is an ecosystem of wallets where there are public records
indicating how many units of each asset are in each wallet.

Initially, this technology was created to represent balances, but it is currently
being used to create representations of assets that cannot be guarded by the
blockchain and are therefore stored off-chain.

Introduction
From our point of view, blockchain technology has brought
two great contributions to the world. On the one hand, the
global recognition of the exclusively digital value and on the
other, the awareness of the ownership of information on the
Internet.

In Atyum we think that this is not the best way to do it.
Assets are usually hosted in private storage services,
this means that they are particularly vulnerable to link
rotting, if the service hosting the file goes down or the
link becomes invalid, the NFT becomes worthless. 

It is true that solutions are appearing, such as the Interplanetary File System
(IPFS), however, these services still depend on the network nodes not going
down. This makes NFTs fundamentally different from physical works of art.

On the other hand, the market is so emerging that it is very common for fake
projects and scams of different kinds to be generated. With over $4 billion in
sales, the NFT business is very captivating for scammers. This manifests itself
in different ways: NFTs are being minted from parts that are not mastered, the
decentralization of tokens makes it easier for fraudsters to cheat through
channels like Discord or Telegram, phishing attacks also happen within the
framework of the buying and selling of NFTs. This is not to mention the large
number of projects that are created with the sole intention of performing a
rug pull: the project owners pump the tokens, often leveraging social media
marketing and influencers, to then empty the funds and dump the price of the
tokens.
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It should not be forgotten that this new sector of the economy has been
receiving criticism for its adverse effects on the environment, an aspect that
had already been criticized on the crypto ecosystem in general. The criticism is
based on the fact that Ethereum, the blockchain that handles the vast majority
of NFT transactions, uses the Proof of Work algorithm to validate transactions
on the blockchain. For some time now this method has been criticized for its
environmental impact as it consumes large amounts of energy. Indeed,
according to research carried out by artist and computer scientist Memo
Akten, at the end of 2020, minting an NFT consumes around 35 kWh of
electricity, which generates around 20 kg of CO2. Although all digital
operations have an impact, in the case of the mining and transaction of an NFT
it is considerably greater. Just compare it to sending an email, which produces
a few grams of CO2, or watching an hour of Netflix, which produces 36 grams.
Lastly, there is no easy way to check whether the digital asset has been
previously tokenized on other blockchains and users rely on off-chain tools to
verify whether or not the asset they buy is authentic.
With your help, ATYUM will create a market-leading, decentralized
marketplace that offers robust solutions to all the problems seen above.

OUR VISION
At Atyum, we want to use tokenization in real cases, providing solutions to
different industries and creating, together with our clients, new business
models.
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ATYUM SOLUTIONS
PROBLEM
Blockchain does not have the
capacity to efficiently store digital
assets (with the exception of
balance-type tokens) and tokens
are used as representations of the
assets which are stored off-chain.

SOLUTION
Atyum is based on the physical
transfer of digital assets and the
custody falls on the owners
themselves who are network
nodes.

PROBLEM
Ethereum, the blockchain that
handles the vast majority of NFT
transactions, uses the Proof of
Work algorithm to validate
transactions on the blockchain.
This produces a great
contamination and also generates
latencies in the network.

SOLUTION
In Atyum no type of global
consensus algorithm is used since
the architecture of the network
does not need it, and uses local
consensus algorithms directly
connecting the wallets of the end
users.

PROBLEM
in Blockchain, NFTs of pieces over
which there is no intellectual
authorship are minted

SOLUTION
In ATYUM, every participant in the
network is recognized and the
intellectual authorship is signed in
the token itself. If the user is not
the real author, he is fully
recognized within the network and
buyers can take legal action.

PROBLEM
In blockchain everyone knows the
balances of each wallet

SOLUTION
Digital assets in ATYUM are
protected; guarded by each wallet
and there is no global status of the
assets of each of the wallets.
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TECHNOLOGY
Atyum uses a digital asset transfer
network where custody rests with
the end users' wallets.
Unlike traditional tokens, Atyum
tokens have the ability to mutate.
Every time a token changes state,
the value of one of its properties
changes, or it is transferred to
another user or device, the system
causes a physical mutation of the
token.
To guarantee the integrity of the
tokens, each of them is assigned
with two mathematical proofs. With
these proofs there is no way to
know the content of the token, but
if the token suffered a modification
the mathematical proofs would be
different.
When the access keys to the private
parts are changed, Atyum encrypts
the data again. The bytes of the
Token and the access keys are
changed, so the identification and
the public key are modified. For
this reason, it is considered that the
physical form of the Token
mutates.

In addition, each token has its
own private blockchain and
records all modifications and
device changes that the token
has undergone since its
creation.
The different parts of each block
of that chain of blocks are
digitally signed by different
wallets (nodes) of the network,
following an unalterable
sequence of signatures.
The sequence of external
signatures, together with the
algorithm that prevents a node
from being able to sign twice
with the same digital signature,
guarantees the immutability of
the content of the internal block
chain.
By linking the blockchain of each
token, with the mathematical
proof system, Atyum guarantees
the validity and veracity of the
token.
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It offers very flexible mechanisms for the creation of tokens, in order to
be able to support both tokens linked to physical assets and those linked
to intangible assets.

It is adapted to European legislation in relation to the custody and
processing of private and/or personal data.

It allows the safe custody of the tokens directly in the wallets of the end
users, these being the authentic nodes of the P2P network, in order to
guarantee that each token is hosted by the infrastructure of its owner
and, in the case of uniqueness or editions limited, its cardinality is also
guaranteed.
 
It offers guarantee mechanisms for operations; especially, when the
transfers that did not have a valid receiver, or were claimed in due time
and form by the issuer, could be resolved favorably and that the tokens
are not blocked in the network or lost in cyberspace.

It identifies in a reliable and non-repudiable way from the legal point of
view all the participants, especially in the processes of transfer, creation
and acquisition of the tokens.

It enables the local or remote execution of the Smart Contracts
applicable to each type of token without the owner incurring in more
expenses.

CHARACTERISTICS
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ARCHITECTURE
Privacy
Unlike blockchain networks, in Atyum there is no
record of what each user has in their wallet

Security
The custody of the assets is physical and access is
nominal with double face and device biometric
encryption.

Efficient/scalable
While in blockchain networks there are considerable
latencies due to the fact that they only process, in
the best of cases, a few dozen transactions per
second, in Atyum all the wallets work in real time,
since each one of them can independently support
more than 230,000 individual transactions per
second.

Sustainable
The Atyum network has low energy consumption,
since resources are used to the maximum and it does
not depend on mining.

Rewards
In order to maintain and grow the Atyum network,
all the nodes of the network will receive a reward
for each transfer they sign and these will be chosen
randomly by the algorithm.

Decentralization
In Atyum all transfers are P2P
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ATYUM COIN (ATY)
We will issue our own coin token, called Atyum Coin which will have a
maximum supply of 500MM ATY.
The token will be created on the Ethereum blockchain (ERC20) but can be sent
to Atyum wallets.
Within the Atyum ecosystem, token holders will enjoy the following benefits:

Exchange fees
Market fees
Withdrawal fees

You can use Atyum Coin (ATY) to pay any type of fees within the Atyum          
platforms, including but not limited to:

If you have Atyum Coin (ATY) in your Atyum wallet (node), you will
increase your chances of validating transactions and therefore earning
rewards for it. For this, specific purpose NFTs will be assigned to the
wallets that have the amounts that appear in the table.

When you use Atyum Coin (ATY) to pay fees, you will receive a significant
discount:

Every quarter, we will use 20% of our profits to buy back ATY and burn
them, until we buy 50% of all the ATY (250MM) back. 

Through DEX staking, ATY holders will benefit from additional rewards.
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TOKENOMICS
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Rewards
23%

Private sale
20%

Team
15%

Ecosystem fund
15%

Seed sale
8%

CEX Liquidity
6%

Advisors
5%

IDO
5%

DEX Liquidity
3%

ECONOMICS
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DEX
32%

Marketing
27%

CEX
16%

Platform
15%

Team & Advisors
10%

FUNDS USAGE
15% of the funds will be used for platform development and updates.

16% of funds will be used to add liquidity to DEX.

32% of the funds will be used to add liquidity to the CEX.

27% of the funds will be used for branding and advertising of Atyum in
order to educate and promote this new technology and make Atyum
popular with investors and attract active users to the platform.

10% of the funds will be used to pay the the team and advisors
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INFLATION ATYUM COIN
The following chart shows the release of the tokens over time (months). Note
that every quarter, we will use 20% of our profits to buy back ATY and burn
them, until we buy 50% of all the ATY (250MM) back. This cannot be
forecasted, but it will counteract inflation.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
General

This document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or sale of
shares of Atyum or any other associated company. The possession of any of
the tokens Atyum does not confer to the holder any ownership rights over
Atyum or any other right. Feedback from the community will be taken into
account; however, the possession of the tokens does not entitle you to
participate in decision making or in any commercial development direction
related to Atyum.
Because the tokens and network are based on the Ethereum protocol (ERC20),
any protocol failure in ETH can have a significant adverse effect on the
network or tokens. In addition, advances in cryptography or technological
advances, as well as the development of quantum computing, can risk the
tokens and the Web. You are responsible for implementing reasonable
measures to ensure the security of your wallet or other storage mechanism
that you use to receive and store the tokens you receive, including private keys
or other credentials required to access such funds. If your private keys or
other access credentials are lost, you may lose access to your tokens. We are
not responsible for such losses. Atyum has consulted and been advised by
lawyers about the legal framework regarding the operations of Atyum and its
ICO in different jurisdictions. 

Risks

Atyum do not in any way represent a formal or legally binding investment. Due
to unforeseen circumstances, the goals described in this document are subject
to change. While it is our intention to achieve all the goals described in this
document, all individuals and parties that acquire Atyum do so at their own
risk. Blockchain technology has been monitored and scrutinized by different
regulatory agencies around the world. The ETH network, as well as Atyum,
could be affected by one or more regulatory actions by governments,
including restrictions on the use or possession of digital tokens such as Atyum,
which could prevent or limit the utility or purchase of this token in the future. 
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Limitation of liability

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY THE APPLICABLE LAW: IN NEITHER CASE
ATYUM WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, DIRECTLY
OR INDIRECTLY DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE LOST OF
REVENUES, LOST OF BENEFITS OR PROFITS) THAT COME UP OR RELATIONED
WITH THE SELL, USE OF TOKENS OR RELATIONED WITH THIS TERMS,
REGARDLESS BY THE FORM OF ACTION. In addition, you release Atyum any
such responsibility, claims and/or damages (currents or indirect) of any type or
nature, known or unknown, that come up or are related with disputes
between users, as well as acts or omissions by third parties. 

Reviews

These terms constitute an agreement between the user and us with regard to
the exchange of the ATYUM token. May be necessary to update this terms and
conditions to enforce the applicable laws or regulations or fix errors. All
changes shall include in the present document and always be enforceable and
application with the most recent date (all documents will be marked with
“Revision X.Y (Date)” in the footer of each page)
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